More Info On:

The Pipeline
2. THE PIPELINE
PROS

Can help enable marketing
automation, passing of leads
between different teams (qualifying>converting), large-scale nurturing of
prospects

CONS

Multiple users, takes effort to set up
automation (and may be only
available on premium and with some
email platforms)

USE IF

You have a sales process which
involves at least two steps and tends
to follow roughly the same course

BEWARE:

Check what your sales process is, and
whether your email platform and
subscription type support marketing
automation

New leads
enter here

Fresh
Leads
Stage 1

Stage 2

Converted

Drip
Marketing

2. THE PIPELINE
The Pipeline allows you to easily track your
prospects through the sales funnel. It can
also potentially help you to automate some
of your sales activity, and makes it
streamlined for different team members to
play different roles on the same prospect's
funnel.
Once a Fresh Lead has
clicked through a tracked
email introduction of
mine, they move down
the funnel. (I can also
skip them along)
The "To Book" stream is shared with my
telesales team, who call the visitors up and
try to book them in.
When the prospect has had an appointment
from an engineer, they move into the To
Close stream, so the engineers know who
they still need to follow up with. All this time
the team can judge website/marketing
engagement of prospects in order to decide
when to move them on or engage with
them, improving the prospect’s experience
of us, and our success rate.

Marketing Automation
If a prospect stops answering our
emails/calls, we put them in “Drip
Marketing”.
Our CANDDi integrates with Mailchimp, for
example, to automatically send these
prospects regular email campaigns, to
make sure they remember us until they’re
ready.
That way when they do want to engage
again (like when the new budget comes in!)
they’ll come on our website to have a look.
We have alerts set on all streams to alert the
relevant person if one of these prospects
comes back on our website, since that’s
when they will be hot to contact!

More About
Alerts

If you like the sound of the Pipeline, let your account
developer know and they can discuss with you the best
way to set it up to capture the info and the categories
that suit your business best. Never lose track of a lead.
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